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EfficiEncy  
StakEholdErS
We’re all in this together. Energy use is pervasive, 

and efficient use of it is a common good whether 

the goal is increased profits, carbon mitigation,  

grid reliability, or enhanced commerce. We can all 

contribute to the process of realizing efficiency.  

CEE welcomes your knowledge of the market, the 

product, and your services. Your engagement with 

CEE helps drive success for you and your peers. 

We invite you to be part of the dialog so our  

collective work in reducing energy use is mindful  

and thorough. If you are working on new  

opportunities to advance markets for efficiency,  

we are interested in working with you.

aS thE US and canadian conSortiUm  

of gaS and ElEctric EfficiEncy program 

adminiStratorS, cEE workS to accElEratE 

thE dEvElopmEnt and availability of  

EnErgy EfficiEnt prodUctS and SErvicES,  

EncoUragE markEt UptakE, and attain  

laSting pUblic bEnEfit.

if you are interested in Working Together,  
advancing Efficiency, we are interested  
in working with you.

get in touch with cee!
Ed Wisniewski          ewisniewski@cee1.org          617.337.9261

program  
adminiStratorS
Program administrators across the United States 

and Canada face a variety of challenges, many 

common and some unique. They developed  

CEE to accelerate market transformation in  

an environment of integrated effort and  

mutual advancement.

CEE brings together organizations with the 

motivation and funding to reduce energy use  

in the United States and Canada. The disparate 

demands and business conditions of each member 

impact CEE work as 130 members are invited  

to lend their perspectives before consensus  

is reached. In addition, work is vetted with 

manufacturers, relevant stakeholders, and service 

providers. CEE initiatives, explorations, and 

positions catalyze change for the industry. While 

organizations are limited in their market reach, 

participation in a CEE initiative provides influence 

with a binational strategy, staff support, and  

fellow initiative sponsors.

CEE selectively participates in agency efforts  

and issues significant to the program industry.  

CEE converses with other national entities, 

including market representatives, federal agencies, 

and national organizations. For example, CEE 

proactively identifies program industry interests  

to ENERGY STAR®, talks to all major manufacturers 

in a market, and partners with HVAC, lighting,  

and other trade associations. Other stakeholders, 

including the federal government, test organiza-

tions, and evaluators, identify CEE as the forum  

to discuss energy efficiency program issues  

and opportunities.

Facilitated discussion opens opportunity for  

peer sharing at all levels and for all participants. 

The nature of CEE is one of opportunity for 

networking and information transfer, leading to 

sparks of insight that benefit each organization. 

Appropriate staff within member organizations 

have unlimited access to participate on committee 

calls, in-person deliberations, and online  

collaboration in the CEE Forum.

As members often remind us, customers do not 

identify with one fuel over another, and aligning 

with customer interest is the appropriate frame for 

consideration. CEE serves both electric and gas 

utilities and supports applications for both fuels.

For those of you who are members, we thank you 

for your engagement. The culture and process of 

collectively addressing challenges at CEE provide 

the foundation for future savings. Through inte-

grated effort, we will address connectivity, system-

atic approaches, and the need for timely, accurate 

data. Together, we will solve for efficiency.
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Members talk a lot about meeting regulatory 

requirements, staying ahead of rising minimums, 

and increasing savings targets, but the tangible 

benefits derived from the work of CEE members 

are already numerous and significant. Because  

of managed demand, consumers and businesses 

save money on their bills, capital expenses can  

be avoided, and lower rates may be possible in  

the future. Emissions are reduced and natural 

resources are protected.

In addition to improving public health with cleaner 

air, business analysts have shown that energy 

efficiency has a high return compared with other 

types of energy investments. Efficiency enhances 

the impact of ratepayer investments and can 

reduce risk and lead to increased profitability. By 

getting out ahead with “connected” specifications, 

we can expect to see increases in comfort, 

financial benefit, and, potentially, grid stability 

over the long term.

Efficiency doesn’t just happen. Solving for  

efficiency requires working together across  

a range of issues to devise solutions that are 

relevant, practical, and strategic. CEE is proud  

to be the consortium of energy efficiency  

program administrators where members derive 

the solutions for achieving the benefits of energy 

efficiency for both the United States and Canada. 

Through CEE, members find program approaches 

that work across jurisdictions to increase the 

availability of efficient goods and services. 

By joining forces at CEE, individual electric and 

gas efficiency entities expand their partnership 

potential, working not only with their peers, but 

also with other industries, trade associations,  

and government agencies. When program  

administrators work together, they accelerate  

the delivery of energy efficiency benefits and 

increase customer satisfaction. 

Program strategies are evolving across the board 

at CEE. Two recent efforts to incorporate demand 

response and address strategic energy manage-

ment illustrate how CEE members continue to 

solve for efficiency. 

Most people think about mathematical equations as having definable properties and being eminently solvable  

given the right amount of skill and determination. The energy efficiency diagram relates people, markets, technology, 

and policy. All the factors are dynamic and entail constant assessment and consideration. As the consortium of  

program administrators, CEE is uniquely positioned to encourage and foster the kind of innovative platform building 

and partnering that addresses the fundamental values embedded in the energy efficiency equation.  

These values are at the center of each of our integrated programs and initiatives.

consortium for Energy Efficiency
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 “There’s significant value for our customers and communities with the integration of  

demand response into efficiency. CEE is perfectly positioned to bring together the  

right organizations to help drive the advancement of these technologies.” 

Ed White, National Grid 

connected program Strategy Expands Savings

Energy Efficiency Program 
Industry

Government, Nonprofit,  
& Industry Partners
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“By extending support for demand response  

in energy efficiency programs, CEE becomes more relevant 

to us than ever. Working together on national protocols is 

necessary for viable business models, and CEE can play  

the role of trusted facilitator.” 

Bob Balzar, TVA 

thErE iS no SUch thing 
aS a cookiE-cUttEr  

initiativE

P
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industry. demand response personnel from  
among cEE member and nonmember organiza-
tions affirmed the benefits of using the proven 
approach of the cEE forum and the trusted 
relationships cEE enjoys with government,  
nonprofit, and industry partners. this recognition 
opened the door for cEE to engage demand 
response experts to build consensus alongside 
their energy efficiency brethren. with board 
support, combined discussion was housed at  
cEE, with a goal of developing recommendations 
for communication protocols that serve member 
interests and those of society. the relationship 
between cEE and Epri has helped secure impor-
tant technical expertise and input for the effort. 

these investments are now bearing fruit. today 
cEE is working to define a communications 
platform that supports pursuit of load manage-
ment, behavioral savings, and traditional efficiency 
benefits across a host of end use industries, 
including appliances and hvac. program adminis-
trators clearly recognized their shared interest 
across these industries and the tremendous 
benefit that arises from speaking to the  
opportunity with a single voice. 

the development represents an important,  
consensus-based, industry-wide effort to enable 
lower energy costs for consumers, enhanced  
levels of comfort and amenity, and future load  
management capabilities for programs.  

when program administrators took on the  
incorporation of demand response and two-way 
consumer product interaction as an integral  
facet of future efficiency programming, they  
turned to cEE to facilitate the development of 
actionable recommendations and specifications. 

Problem: How to serve a growing number of 

program targets in an evolving business environ-

ment; in this case, requiring a communications 

platform that simultaneously addresses behavior, 

load management, and energy efficiency  

objectives? 

solution: Utilities have had two-way commu- 

nications for a long time, but with the advent of 

connected end use devices and smart phones  

with appealing applications, the opportunity to 

develop a new generation of consumer engage-

ment programs crystallized. It was time for CEE  

to look closely at these changing circumstances. 

For programs, it means incorporating enhanced 

demand response capabilities within energy 

efficient products, meshing those with the  

feature sets consumers want, and then  

weaving in behavioral savings capabilities. 

accustomed to fostering novel partnerships,  
cEE leveraged its established network of major 
program players to examine how these technolo-
gies and requirements were coming together to 
support the collective needs of the program  
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Operations & Maintenance 
Measures

Management Systems  
Assessment

Technical Assessments

Energy Planning

Education & Training

Monitoring Technology

Capital Measures

SEM Solution

cee strategic energy  
management framework

■  Elicit customer commitment to managing  

energy strategically as a controllable cost  

for a minimum period of time

■  Develop a plan that sets goals, and a pathway 

for meeting them, through energy management. 

Details roles for staff at customer facility and 

efficiency program

■  Monitor and report performance according  

to planned metrics and goals

7

“There’s a universal value proposition for why utilities  

should invest together, through CEE, in the infrastructure  

that enables delivery of energy solutions from single homes  

right up through large industry.” 

Janice S. Berman, Pacific Gas and Electric
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By integrating assessments, management  

and technical training, incentive offerings,  

marketing, and performance monitoring and 

feedback technology into one customer solution 

package, member programs have demonstrated 

large impacts from SEM programs. This new 

program type has the potential to be a significant 

component of industrial program portfolios  

and a key support to an efficient and competitive 

manufacturing sector in North America. Members 

report that they are well on their way to achieving 

their goal of increasing the number of capital 

projects carried out when they employ this 

strategic solution.

cee Plays a unique role  

CEE was formed by efficiency program adminis-

trators and like-minded nonprofits to achieve  

a mission of accelerating market uptake of 

efficient products and services. In the case of 

connected communications across end uses, CEE 

has worked with members to represent their 

concerns and has cultivated working relationships 

with manufacturers, trade allies, government 

agencies, and stakeholder nonprofits. CEE has in 

place the process, facilitation skills, relationships, 

and credibility to be recognized as the right 

organization for this purpose.

The Strategic Energy Management effort exposes 

another set of CEE strengths. While the CEE-facili-

tated process has clear signposts, there is no such 

thing as a cookie-cutter initiative. Each possible 

savings stream is tackled as a unique opportunity 

leading to the best combination of factors for 

success; these may include understanding  

appropriate technologies, sales cycle, market 

assessment, marketing, or fuel. Members are 

practiced at identifying optimal market interven-

tions and, while those touchpoints have yet to be 

fully identified for either connectivity or SEM, CEE 

members will certainly be at the forefront of the 

adoption of initiatives that transform markets. 

These stories can be summed up with one word: 

integration. One way to gain more impact per  

unit of expenditure is to serve multiple objectives 

per measure, which unified collaboration allows. 

Integrating demand response into efficient 

products reduces overall demand. Integrating 

program offerings into an energy solution  

enhances the customer relationship and  

increases project throughput.

Together, these efforts provide important per-

spectives on achieving greater effectiveness and 

impact. Together, they reflect our experience  

in solving for efficiency.

(cee1.org)

Strategic Energy management for industry & programs  
“The marketplace demanded flexible energy efficiency offerings. These offerings, ranging from benchmarking to  

assessments to implementation assistance, are designed to fit customer’s business requirements. We’ve delivered 

through a network of trusted market actors and built strong customer relationships. Strategic Energy Management will 

allow us to leverage those relationships to take the work a step further into operational and behavioral measures.”

Tim Melloch, Commonwealth Edison

open to other energy solutions. Program  

administrators operating in this market face cost 

pressures, confusion in markets, and a large 

number of players involved in business decisions.

Traditional commercial and industrial (C&I) 

programs often require a one-at-a-time approach 

and long lead times. When a project is completed, 

the sales cycle begins again. Given the many 

competing priorities and rigorous return on 

investment criteria for industrial companies,  

this sector continues to represent a risky and 

challenging space for emerging programs. Now 

CEE members are seeking to identify the minimum 

set of conditions that lead to a consistent and 

credible outcome. They have begun to define new 

approaches that increase project throughput, 

reduce transaction costs, and tap savings from 

changes in behavior. They are seeing the potential 

of significant, concentrated savings in Strategic 

Energy Management. 

CEE members are creating this opportunity.  

Since 2011 the CEE Industrial Program Planning 

Committee has explored a program role assisting 

manufacturing customers to monitor, manage,  

and reduce their energy intensity. Strategic energy 

management is a customer-focused, long-term 

Problem: Traditional industrial program models 

yield inconsistent savings—a risky bet at a time  

of record high goals. 

solution: CEE members see the potential of 

Strategic Energy Management (SEM) to develop 

deep, persistent savings streams and to enable 

customers and programs to capture the benefits 

of behavior change.

Trends in the global economy are driving  

businesses to boost productivity and reduce  

costs in order to stay competitive. Waves of 

international management standards have swept 

across the United States and Canada, each 

intended to wring out inefficiency and waste. 

Since June 2011, when ISO released the 50001 

energy management standard, CEE members  

have monitored deployment of 50001, federal 

programs, and nascent member programs, while 

actively seeking an appropriate role for the 

program industry to play to meet customer needs. 

Because ISO 50001 comes with a startup cost  

in the hundreds of thousands of dollars, it tends  

to be feasible only for the very largest plant  

operators, leaving small- to medium-size plants 

strategy to build customer capacity to support 

continuous, bottom-up improvements to process, 

operations, and business practices. The approach 

builds on continuous improvement management 

approaches developed by and for the manufactur-

ing sector. When practiced effectively, strategic 

energy management generates energy savings 

and operational value for customers, and provides 

programs with accelerated capital savings and 

access to new savings streams from changes in 

behavior. This is in the spirit of “Give a man a  

fish and you feed him for a day; teach him to  

fish and you feed him for a lifetime.” 

Today, CEE is working with members and govern-

ments across the United States and Canada to 

collect program approaches and experiences—and 

to define the core elements of strategic energy 

management. Through CEE, members are pooling 

their experiences, insights, and results for mutual 

benefit, while striving to accelerate the market  

for SEM by encouraging broader and  

more consistent program support. 
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City Utilities of Springfield, MO 

Columbia Gas of  

   Massachusetts 

Columbia Gas of Ohio 

ComEd 

Con Edison 

Connecticut Natural Gas    

   Corporation 

Consumers Energy 

DC Sustainable Energy Utility 

Delta Natural Gas 

DTE Energy 

Duke Energy 

Efficiency Maine 

Efficiency NB 

Efficiency Nova Scotia      

   Corporation 

Efficiency Vermont 

Energy Trust of Oregon 

Eugene Water and Electric  

   Board 

FortisBC 

Gaz Métro 

Georgia Power 

Great Plains Natural Gas Co. 

Great River Energy 

Gulf Power 

Hawaii Energy Efficiency  

   Program 

Hydro-Québec 

Idaho Power 

Indianapolis Power & Light       

   Company 

Iowa Energy Center 

Kansas City Power & Light 

LG&E and KU Energy LLC 

Long Island Power Authority 

Los Angeles Department of  

   Water & Power 

MidAmerican Energy       

   Company 

Minnesota Department of  

   Commerce 

Mississippi Power 

Montana-Dakota Utilities 

National Grid 

Natural Resources Canada 

Nebraska Public Power District 

New England Gas Company 

New Hampshire Electric Co-op 

New Jersey Natural Gas 

New Mexico Gas Company 

New York Power Authority 

Newfoundland and Labrador  

   Hydro 

Newfoundland Power 

Nicor Gas 

Northeast Utilities 

Northern California Power  

   Agency 

Northern Indiana Public  

   Service Company 

NV  Energy 

NYSERDA 

Program  
administrators

AEP Ohio 

Alabama Power Company 

Alliant Energy—Iowa 

Alliant Energy—Wisconsin 

Ameren Illinois Utilities 

Ameren Missouri 

Arizona Public Service 

Arkansas Western Gas Co 

Atmos Energy Corporation 

Austin Energy 

Avista Utilities 

Baltimore Gas & Electric Co 

BC Hydro 

Berkshire Gas Company 

Black Hills Energy 

Bonneville Power  

   Administration 

Cape Light Compact 

Cascade Natural Gas 

Centerpoint Energy— 

   Minnesota 

Citizens Energy Group 

City of Palo Alto Utilities
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board of directors (For 2012)

“CEE, in its unique mission to serve program administrators, digs deep to thoroughly solve the efficiency conundrum  

at the heart of every savings opportunity. The resulting initiatives have a credibility and solidity that allows them to 

trigger just the right market change to advance efficiency. We couldn’t achieve our goals without the power of  

working together with peers at CEE.”  

Penni McLean-Conner, Northeast Utilities

cEE members
CEE members deliver efficiency and, through CEE, contribute and refine  

their knowledge of what works and what doesn’t for programs. 

Southern California Edison 

Southern California Gas  

   Company 

Southern Company 

Southern Connecticut Gas 

Southern Minnesota Municipal 

Power Agency 

Southwest Gas 

Tacoma Power 

Tampa Electric 

Tennessee Valley Authority 

Tucson Electric Power    

   Company 

Union Gas 

UniSource Energy Services 

Unitil 

Vectren 

Vermont Department of Public  

   Service 

Vermont Gas 

We Energies 

Wisconsin Focus on Energy 

Xcel Energy

Omaha Public Power District 

Oncor 

Pacific Gas and Electric  

   Company 

PacifiCorp 

PECO 

Peoples Gas 

Pepco - Potomac Electric  

   Power Co 

Piedmont Natural Gas 

Platte River Power Authority 

PNM 

PPL Electric Utilities 

Public Service Electric & Gas 

Puget Sound Energy 

Questar Gas Company 

Rocky Mountain Power—Utah   

Rocky Mountain Power— 

   Wyoming 

Sacramento Municipal Utility  

   District 

Salt River Project 

San Diego Gas & Electric 

SaskPower 

Seattle City Light 

Snohomish County PUD 

SourceGas 

South Jersey Gas 

efficiency  
organizations  
& national  
laboratories 

Alliance to Save Energy

American Council for an  

   Energy-Efficient Economy

California Energy Commission

California Institute for Energy  

    and Environment

Fraunhofer CSE

Lawrence Berkeley National  

   Laboratory

Mass DOER

Midwest Energy Efficiency  

   Alliance

National Renewable Energy  

   Laboratory

Natural Resources Defense  

   Council

New Buildings Institute

Northeast Energy Efficiency  

   Partnerships

Northwest Energy Efficiency  

   Alliance

Oak Ridge National  

   Laboratory

Pacific Northwest National  

   Laboratory

Southwest Energy Efficiency  

   Project

(cee1.org/member-benefits)

 

karen Hamilton  

New York State Energy 
Research and Development 
Authority

steve Hobson  

BC Hydro

val Jensen  

Commonwealth Edison

frederick leutHauser 

MidAmerican Energy

PeneloPe  
mclean-conner 

Northeast Utilities

karen meadows 

Bonneville Power  
Administration

ted reguly 

San Diego Gas and Electric

gene rodrigues 

Southern California Edison

susan stratton 

Northwest Energy Efficiency 
Alliance

edward wHite 

National Grid

dan zaweski 
Long Island Power  
Authority

sPecial advisors 

elizabetH craig  

US Environmental Protection 
Agency

dr. katHleen Hogan  

US Department of Energy  

JoHn cockburn 

Natural Resources Canada  

  

debra l. sundin 

CHAIR  
Xcel Energy

Jim Parks 

FIRST VICE CHAIR  
Sacramento Municipal 
Utility District

dr. carl blumstein 

SECOND VICE CHAIR  
American Council for an 
Energy-Efficient Economy

mike stockard 

SECRETARY 
Oncor Corporation

saraH van der Paelt 

TREASURER 
Union Gas

susie adams 

Duke Energy

robert balzar 

Tennessee Valley Authority

Janice s. berman 

Pacific Gas and Electric

dr. david goldstein  

Natural Resources Defense 
Council 
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“It’s the difference between going to a customer and saying,  

‘We have 15 programs, which one would you like?’ or saying,  

‘We have a solution that will add value to your business.’” 

Steve Hobson, BC Hydro  

In 2012 CEE members found additional efficiency impacts by looking at whole systems,  

adding controls to devices, and putting the needs of customers first.

a year of accomplishments 

Municipal Water and Wastewater Facilities.  

All four offer a system and facility perspective  

on customer solutions. The Strategic Energy 

Management (SEM) exploration, as a platform for 

long-term customer engagement, made significant 

headway toward supporting industrial programs. 

As part of that effort, CEE published Strategic 

Energy Management Program Case Studies. This 

members-only report paints a landscape of SEM 

programs, including goals, budgets, delivery 

strategy, and results. Members also identified core 

SEM elements to establish common terms and 

definitions for key concepts. Developed with  

input from more than 20 organizations, the US 

Department of Energy, and the US Environmental 

Protection Agency, the elements were also  

vetted with energy management service and 

technology providers.

On the efficient motors front, CEE is supporting 

customer outreach, especially with greater  

emphasis on adjustable speed drives, motor 

system optimization, and motor system manage-

ment concepts. The resulting CEE Motor Efficiency, 

Selection, and Management Guidebook has already 

become frontline consumer information for 

members Pacific Gas and Electric, MidAmerican 

Energy, and Xcel Energy. 

Based on this year’s extensive review, Motor  

Decisions Matter, a binational communications 

platform, will be expanded in 2013 to place more 

emphasis on motor systems and variable speed 

drives. A total of 19 organizations, including  

energy efficiency programs, motor testing labs, 

motor repair and service centers, and motor and 

adjustable speed drive manufacturers, came 

together to guide and support a new business  

plan for the campaign.

The CEE Distribution Transformer specification was 

revised to advance the tiers for member adoption 

either into end use programs or as part of a whole 

facility offering. Water and Wastewater efforts 

continued to center around increasing blower 

efficiency through a third-party test standard.

Gas secTor
CEE members are seeking to increase the value  

they deliver to natural gas customers as the avoided 

cost of natural gas remains low. CEE continued to 

explore this dynamic through existing efforts. Gas 

portfolio managers are working to integrate new 

end uses and non-energy benefits into  

programs to meet the challenges of the gas  

efficiency program industry.

  
emerGinG TechnoloGies  
collaboraTive (eTc)
With pressure accelerating to identify potential 

savings, the CEE forum has expanded to coordi-

nate communications about emerging technology 

work among members, with a goal of identifying 

promising results for committee consideration. 

Sponsoring program administrator members, all  

of whom are investing in emerging technology 

assessments, sent their emerging technology 

leaders to collaborate on a common assessment 

framework to support increased transferability of 

their plans and results. Because the framework 

reflects agreement and buy-in by the committee,  

it has become a tool for the collective consider-

ation of opportunities for program readiness.  

An early example is that ETC is working with the 

Commercial Lighting Committee and NEMA to 

develop a procedure for assessing lighting controls 

in commercial applications. The ETC is also 

exploring an advanced rooftop controls project.

indusTrial secTor
CEE advanced savings opportunities in four 

industrial initiatives—Premium Efficiency Motors, 

Motor Systems including the Motor Decisions 

MatterSM campaign, Distribution Transformers, and 

wE arE Solving  
for EfficiEncy



CEE members have launched the second phase  

of the Coalition for ENERGY STAR® Water Heaters. 

During the first three years of this project, efficien-

cy program administrators, manufacturers, and 

other stakeholders came together to increase 

awareness and demand for ENERGY STAR gas 

water heaters with consistent messaging for both 

consumers and installers across the whole distri-

bution chain. In the second phase, sponsors are 

working to leverage contractors to sell the most 

highly efficient water heaters and drive more of 

them to collaborate with program administrators.

commercial secTor
The commercial sector is looking beyond one- 

for-one equipment replacement strategies toward 

advanced performance system approaches. 

Notably, CEE members are piloting the use of a 

Warehouse Lighting Design template to enable 

contractors to upsell high quality, extremely 

efficient lighting systems, including controls. 

In commercial air-conditioning, members are 

exploring whether combined systems efficiency, 

starting with efficient rooftop units integrated  

with demand recovery ventilation and control 

strategies, can be a future basis for prescriptive 

programs. For kitchens and data centers, which 

are energy intensive, complex end uses, CEE  

is collecting consistent information on demand 

control ventilation and air-flow management.  

This will enable members to identify minimum 

containment and control capabilities that achieve 

high impact, cost-effective savings. All of these 

areas influence the Whole Building Performance 

exploration; in this area, CEE assessed energy 

management program approaches.

residenTial secTor
The new CEE Residential Swimming Pool Initiative 

is a prime example of integration resulting in 

increased savings. Rather than focus solely on  

pool pumps and their tiers of efficiency, the 

Initiative addresses swimming pools as a system 

that includes pool pump controls and  

optional equipment. 

As in the Commercial Sector, lighting is a key  

focus. CEE members and industry representatives 

discussed opportunities and challenges associated 

with obtaining deeper energy savings from 

advanced lighting. The Lighting for Tomorrow 

design competition continued to advance the 

market for well-designed, efficient lighting, 

emphasizing LED fixtures, LED replacement lamps 

and retrofit kits, and lighting controls. Jointly with 

the Commercial Sector, CEE is advancing lighting 

efficiency through a potential advanced lighting 

specification. Committed to technical neutrality, 

the work is focused on assessing available  

frameworks for program relevance.

The Consumer Electronics Program Center (CEPC) 

provides administrators with timely market 

information for program design. The CEPC 

produced monthly television sales reports for  

all members based on Consumer Electronics 

Association (CEA) forecast excerpts. The Center 

also initiated a working group to assess set-top 

box efficiency. CEE members continue to promote 

Quality Installation of HVAC in coordination  

with EPA through the CEE Directory of AHRI- 

verified HVAC equipment.

Members explored complex Whole House  

efficiency through meetings to identify and 

consider common programmatic interests in  

both existing homes and new construction in  

light of evolving federal programs. The Windows 

Working Group took a step forward in concert  

with industry representatives to produce an  

initial Fenestration Product Overview, aimed at 

helping members assess savings opportunities.

evaluaTion & behavior
Efficiency must be persistent and must be  

measured. Crosscutting CEE evaluation efforts 

build understanding of the underlying policy and 

practices that enable or impede comparability. 

Joint exploration of both evaluation and behavior 

points to savings, impact measurement, and 

support for research. CEE completed case studies 

on two-way feedback behavioral platforms and  

the Behavior Program Summary, which catalogues 

information on design, implementation, policy,  

and evaluation. CEE is addressing the implications 

of cost-effectiveness screening on program 

implementation and evaluation through SEE 

Action working groups.

enerGY sTar®
CEE continues to invest in ENERGY STAR as the 

efficiency program market platform. CEE met 

regularly with senior EPA and DOE management 

to inform them of program industry positions on 

connected functionality. Specific points pertained 

to the role of connected functionality within 

ENERGY STAR. Weekly coordination with EPA and 

DOE keeps CEE abreast of strategic developments 

related to ENERGY STAR, and allows CEE to work 

proactively to keep the brand strong. In total, CEE 

provided input to EPA on 20 different ENERGY 

STAR products and submitted more than  

30 letters overall.

(cee1.org/committee-work)
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PROGRAM EXPENDITURES, 2008–2011

CEE annually engages over 300 leading program 

administrators across the United States and 

Canada over a six-month period to collect  

measurements of efficiency program budgets,  

expenditures, and impacts. The results paint a 

picture of energy efficiency program investments 

and anticipated industry growth. Carried out  

with collaborators American Gas Association and 

IEE, an Institute of Edison Foundation, the CEE 

2012 Annual Industry Report shows a continuing 

trend of expenditures and budget growth. 

To read the complete report, see cee1.org/

annual-industry-reports. 

■ US and Canadian combined gas and electric DSM 

program expenditures reached $7.6 billion in 2011. 

■ CEE member programs accounted for 80 percent 

of this total, or $6.1 billion.  

■ US and Canadian program administrators  

spent $1.1 billion on demand response programs  

in 2011, which was an increase of approximately  

$60 million over what was spent on demand 

response programs in 2010.

■ US and Canadian energy efficiency programs 

saved approximately 40,000 GWh of electricity 

and 370 million therms of gas in 2011, reducing  

by 30 million metric tons the amount of CO
2
 

entering the atmosphere.

■ Natural gas DSM program expenditures in the 

United States and Canada topped the $1 billion 

mark for the first time at $1.1 billion, up from  

$914 million in 2010.

■ Canadian gas and electric DSM program expen-

ditures rose by 15 percent and inched closer to 

the $1 billion mark ($942 million USD, $931 million 

CAD) in 2011. During the previous year, in 2010, 

administrators spent $821 million ($791 million 

CAD) on demand side management programs.

■ US and Canadian program administrators  

spent $1.1 billion on demand response programs  

in 2011, which was an increase of approximately 

$60 million over what was spent on demand 

response programs in 2010.
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American and Canadian Combined Expenditures Rise to $7.6 billion usd  

Members Direct 80% of Total Expenditures

annual industry report



EfficiEncy  
StakEholdErS
We’re all in this together. Energy use is pervasive, 

and efficient use of it is a common good whether 

the goal is increased profits, carbon mitigation,  

grid reliability, or enhanced commerce. We can all 

contribute to the process of realizing efficiency.  

CEE welcomes your knowledge of the market, the 

product, and your services. Your engagement with 

CEE helps drive success for you and your peers. 

We invite you to be part of the dialog so our  

collective work in reducing energy use is mindful  

and thorough. If you are working on new  

opportunities to advance markets for efficiency,  

we are interested in working with you.

aS thE US and canadian conSortiUm  

of gaS and ElEctric EfficiEncy program 

adminiStratorS, cEE workS to accElEratE 

thE dEvElopmEnt and availability of  

EnErgy EfficiEnt prodUctS and SErvicES,  

EncoUragE markEt UptakE, and attain  

laSting pUblic bEnEfit.

if you are interested in Working Together,  
advancing Efficiency, we are interested  
in working with you.

get in touch with cee!
Ed Wisniewski          ewisniewski@cee1.org          617.337.9261

program  
adminiStratorS
Program administrators across the United States 

and Canada face a variety of challenges, many 

common and some unique. They developed  

CEE to accelerate market transformation in  

an environment of integrated effort and  

mutual advancement.

CEE brings together organizations with the 

motivation and funding to reduce energy use  

in the United States and Canada. The disparate 

demands and business conditions of each member 

impact CEE work as 130 members are invited  

to lend their perspectives before consensus  

is reached. In addition, work is vetted with 

manufacturers, relevant stakeholders, and service 

providers. CEE initiatives, explorations, and 

positions catalyze change for the industry. While 

organizations are limited in their market reach, 

participation in a CEE initiative provides influence 

with a binational strategy, staff support, and  

fellow initiative sponsors.

CEE selectively participates in agency efforts  

and issues significant to the program industry.  

CEE converses with other national entities, 

including market representatives, federal agencies, 

and national organizations. For example, CEE 

proactively identifies program industry interests  

to ENERGY STAR®, talks to all major manufacturers 

in a market, and partners with HVAC, lighting,  

and other trade associations. Other stakeholders, 

including the federal government, test organiza-

tions, and evaluators, identify CEE as the forum  

to discuss energy efficiency program issues  

and opportunities.

Facilitated discussion opens opportunity for  

peer sharing at all levels and for all participants. 

The nature of CEE is one of opportunity for 

networking and information transfer, leading to 

sparks of insight that benefit each organization. 

Appropriate staff within member organizations 

have unlimited access to participate on committee 

calls, in-person deliberations, and online  

collaboration in the CEE Forum.

As members often remind us, customers do not 

identify with one fuel over another, and aligning 

with customer interest is the appropriate frame for 

consideration. CEE serves both electric and gas 

utilities and supports applications for both fuels.

For those of you who are members, we thank you 

for your engagement. The culture and process of 

collectively addressing challenges at CEE provide 

the foundation for future savings. Through inte-

grated effort, we will address connectivity, system-

atic approaches, and the need for timely, accurate 

data. Together, we will solve for efficiency.
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liabilities and net assets in thousands

Current liabilities $567  

Long term liabilities $55

Unrestricted net assets $852 

Temporarily restricted net assets $388 

Total liabilities and net assets $ 1,862  

operating expense in thousands

Program $2,719    

Administration $828  

Total revenue and support from operations $3,547   

Net decrease in net assets from operations $53  

nonoperating activities in thousands

Interest income $1

Net realized and unrealized gain on investments   

Increase in net assets from nonoperating activities –  

Change in net assets $53  

Net assets, beginning of year $1,187  

Net assets, end of year $1,240 

($1)  

Statement of Activities

revenue and support from operations in thousands

Membership dues $2,299       

Government grants $431 

Net assets released from restrictions $813 

Other income $57 

Total revenue and support from operations $3,600  

audited 2011 financial  
Statements

Statement of Financial Position

assets in thousands

Cash and investments $938     

Government grants and memberships receivable $598

Fixed assets, net of depreciation $234 

Other assets $92 

Total assets $1,862 
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